Everything a Bride or Groom Needs to Know
About Wedding Videography
Planning a wedding is such an exciting time for both the bride and groom, but
it can also be a stressful one. One of the most important decisions that must
be made when planning a wedding is videography. Many couples feel overwhelmed
by all of their options, and they don't know where to start. In this article
we will discuss everything you need to know about videography for your
wedding!

What does a videographer do at a wedding?
A wedding videographer is someone who records and captures the wedding as it
happens. They often use multiple cameras to capture all of the moments
happening throughout your big day. Wedding videographers will capture
everything from getting ready in a hotel room or bridal suite before walking
down the aisle until after you are done celebrating at your reception!

With wedding videography, you will be able to re-live the wedding day over
and over again. You get to relive every moment of your special day through
high quality video that will last a lifetime. These memories can then be
shared with future generations of your family or even across different
countries with friends and family that couldn't attend.

Getting Ready

One of the most exciting parts of wedding videography is getting to see how
each couple spends their time before their weddings. The videographer will
capture you and your partner as you're doing hair, makeup, meeting with
vendors, or just hanging out together! This footage will help to set the
starting scene of your wedding highlight video.

The videographer will be a fly on the wall during your ceremony, allowing you
to experience it as if you were there yourself! You won't have to miss out on
anything happening around you. It's such an incredible feeling when watching
a film of your wedding day and seeing just how emotional your loved ones are
in the crowd.
A videographer will be sure to capture all of the important moments during
your ceremony. You can also choose to do a "first look" where you and your
partner get to see each other before the wedding for an intimate moment
between the two of you!

Vows
During the ceremony, videographers will capture your vows. This special
moment of the event can be captured as beautiful cinematic and professional
quality audio. Make sure you choose a videographer that has high-quality
wireless lapel mics.

One of the best moments to film is hearing your loved ones say something
special about you and your partner. These speeches are often filled with
laughs, tears, or both! Sometimes they even include surprises for couple that
you will be glad you caught on video. Wedding videography will make sure that
these heartfelt words are not missed so they can be shared for years to come.

Wedding videography is great for the cake cutting moment because it often
includes kissing and feeding each other cake! Your videographer should get
great story footage capturing this shot.

First Dance
Your videographer will capture the first dance between you and your partner.
This is such a special moment for couples to share together, so having it
recorded on video can be priceless! Photography simply can't match video when
it comes to any portion of your wedding that involves movement.

Dancing with guests
Good wedding videography won't just focus on the newlyweds all night! They
will make sure to shot all of the fun moments happening throughout the night.
They will be sure to capture you and your guests dancing, whether it's on a
dance floor or at an after party!

Finally, videographers will capture the moment you and your partner make a
grand exit from the reception. Record your grand goodbye to everyone you love
before heading off on your honeymoon!

Additional wedding coverage
Cinematic video of the events listed above is included in most videography
packages; however, not all packages include before ceremony or reception
coverage. Make sure you have a clear idea of what part of the wedding you
want covered. Expect different packages to range in cost dramatically.
Remember that videographers are also experienced in capturing candid footage
throughout the day. Ask your videographer about including additional coverage
that you might need or want for a more customized experience!

What does a videographer do after a
wedding?
A videographer will work closely with you to collect all of the media from
your wedding day and make it into a beautiful film.

Wedding videographers will back up all of the media they shoot from your
wedding day to prevent any loss. Some will offer you a full-resolution copy
of every clip that was filmed so it can be enjoyed again and again for years
to come! However similar to proofs in phototgraphy, not all wedding
videography businesses will provide the raw footage without additional cost.

After the videographer has captured your event, they will work closely with
you to edit together a wedding film that is perfect for sharing. They will be
in charge of editing, color grading, titling, & sound design among other
things! This work should include the grading and formatting of all the film.
Depending on what kind of package you purchased, the full-length wedding
video might be the only deliverable.

Some videographers offer a highlight film in addition to the full-length
wedding video. This is great way for videographers who want to provide you
with more options and allow your videographer's artistic style shine through!
Highlight videos typically provide a very enjoyable viewing experience.

All videographers should give you a digital download link for
video. You can then choose whether or not to share that media
and family, but make sure that your videographer is okay with
videographers charge extra fees if they don't have permission
advance of sharing their work on social media sites.

Extra services to consider
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If your wedding videography provider offers drone filming, it might
definitely be worth looking into. Drones have become very popular over the
last few years and are an incredible way to get those sweeping wedding day
shots!
Make sure to check with your venue and city for any restrictions on drone
videography. Not all videographers can use drones, so make sure that you
hire a videography business that has the proper training and insurance before
hiring them!

Live streaming
Live streaming is an emerging videography service that allows you to
broadcast your wedding to loved ones who couldn't make it. Your videographer
should have the necessary equipment to shoot the event. Be sure to ask first,
not all professional wedding videography services shoot live stream
broadcasts.
Keep in mind, live streaming a wedding is very resource intensive. Depending
on the location, you will need to consider the available internet speed, the
desired number of cameras, & additional staffing requirements. If you plan to
live streaming from a remote location, you will need to rent a broadcasting
solution.

Video message booth
Another great extra videography service is a video message booth. Allow
guests at your reception to record messages which can be added as part of the
final highlight film (or maybe even on their own!) Capturing these special
messages from friends and family makes this videography service incredibly
unique.
Take time while planning out what types of extras you want so that you don't
end up paying more than expected!

Hiring your wedding videographer
When you search for a videographer, make sure that you understand what each
videography package includes. Have they listed out all the deliverables? Make
sure to get specific details about how long it will take for them to edit
your film and if there are any additional charges associated with changes or
edits after receiving the final edited video!
It's important to consider videographers who have experience in photographing
weddings as well as those who specialize in wedding videography. Wedding day
videography is its own unique form of storytelling and requires specialized
skill sets when compared to wedding photography!
Make sure that you can see samples from their past work so that you know
exactly what kind of company you're going into business with! As always, good
communication throughout the process is important.

Search for local wedding videographers!
Local wedding video experts may have previous experience at your venue. Their
knowledge of the area will help them capture even more of the magic. They're
also likely more familiar with local regulations and restrictions which can
save you time!
While videographers are typically less expensive in larger cities, it's
always worth considering videography services from boutique firms. These
videographers may have a smaller crew, but oftentimes they will provide
higher quality videos than their counterparts elsewhere because of this!

Sit down to plan your wedding film with your videographers. Be sure to share
if there are any particular shots you want captured. Additionally, if there
is any time you would like to be filmed by yourself during your wedding day
it's important that it is included in the schedule.
Do a walk-through of the venue with your videographer well before the big day
so they can come up with a game plan for videography throughout! You can also
ask if they would like to watch the ceremony rehearsal. Not all videographers
will want to spend the extra time watching the practice run. However, some
can be convinced with an invitation to a tasty rehearsal dinner! It's also an
opportunity for them to familiarize themselves with the venue if they haven't
worked there in the past.

Finalize everything in a contract
Be sure to finalize all the details in video production contract. It should
include the videographer's name, what they will be filming including a
schedule of events and shots (the same as if you were hiring someone to film
any other type of event), their process for editing and delivering your
wedding video.
Be sure to list specifc deadlines for both parties. If you're hiring
videographers for an out-of-town wedding, be sure to set a date and time at
which they must leave the property. Finally don't forget to include all
payments and additional expenses (like travel costs) in your contract!

Questions to ask your wedding videographer
If you're looking for a videographer that will capture all the moments of
your wedding day in cinematic fashion, then look no further! Here at (
company name ), we offer everything from full-length films to highlight
videos and live streaming services so that you can have options when it

What video quality do their cameras record?

Videographers should be able to record your videography in 4k quality. Lower
resolution footage will have a much shorter lifetime as screen resolutions
improve more in the future.
Resolution isn't everything though, so don't feel like you have to hire
production company shooting in 8K. Just make sure that videographers are top
of the line and that they know how to use their equipment. Remember, a bad
videographer with a great camera will still produce a bad video.

What types of editing services do they provide?
It's important for videographers to edit their work, but make sure you know
what kind of projects they specialize in! If it's not weddings, then consider
whether or not the videographer is experienced enough with wedding footage.

How will the video be delivered?
Some videographers offer digital delivery of the video to you while others
provide DVDs. Make sure that your videographer is providing what best suits
your needs! Also make sure they don't charge extra for additional copies.

How long have they been in the video industry?
Ideally videographers should have several years of experience working with
videography and cinematography. Look for videographers who are experienced
but also affordable! Don't be afraid to

Different videographers have different specialties. Some videographers
specialize in weddings, while others are more experienced with videography
for events like birthdays or parties! Be sure your videographer has the
experience to capture your day right.

Wedding Videography Tips
If you're looking for videography for a wedding, then check out these tips!

Wedding videographers should always ask if there's a song you would like to
have in your video. Some couples choose their song and others let
videographers choose the song that best suits their video. Depending on the
length of your film, you may need several songs.

Give your videographer creative license!
If you're looking for a videographer to capture your wedding as it unfolds,
be sure to give them enough room to work with and be sure they are open to
suggestions (like shooting certain shots). Creating the ideal wedding film
requires a balance between videographer and client!

Start searching early
Don't wait until a videographer is the last thing on your to-do list! Start
searching early to ensure your dream videography isn't already booked on your
wedding day. Some wedding videographers book up to a year in advance, so be
sure your videographer isn't already booked before you start looking.

Many videographers have fantastic reels and create magical films. However,
the footage isn't the only thing to consider about work with a videographer.
Make sure the team you hire has excellent communication skills, you don't
want vendors that are difficult to work with at your wedding. Be sure to ask
for testimonials from past brides and grooms who've hired videographers,
you'll get a good idea of how they work.

Videographer's can't predict everything, so make sure they come up with an
emergency plan for any unforeseen circumstances. If videographers have a
backup plan and aren't afraid to get creative, then you know they'll be able
to handle any problems that come up during your wedding day.

Wrapping up
After reading this article you should definitely be able to answer the
question, "What does a videographer do at a wedding?" Videographers are an
important part of your day. They document all the special moments that only
happen on one day in your life, and provide you with memories to cherish for
years to come. Yet it's not just about capturing video footage; they also
take care of sound recording and editing. Some even have live-streaming
capabilities so family members who can't attend don't miss out on any of the
fun! Beyond documenting what happens outside of the ceremony, many offer
their own unique services such as video booths or personalized DVD packages
if you're looking for something more than simply videos from your big day.

If you're looking for a videographer that will capture all the moments of
your wedding day in cinematic fashion, then look no further! Here at 608
Media Productions, we offer everything from full-length films to highlight
videos and live streaming services. Please contact our team to discuss your
needs!

